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NOMENCIATtJRE

SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION

- FLAPV DEG. Flap deflection that reflects flap
retraction.

FLAP FLAP DEG. Flap selection for takeoff. An input.I FLATR FIATR DEG. C Engine flat ratina. A delta temperature
above standard. An input.

FN FN LB. Engine thrust. (per engine)

FNW FNEO LB. Thrust required for level flight with a
wing engine out.

FN7TB PH LB. Thrust required for approach from a
Weight-Thrust table.

, _ grad GRAD NON-DIM. Clim-b gradient after gear up.
H- H FT. Geometric height above ground.

H Have FT. Average pressure altitude.

SIp HP/H FT. Pressure altitude (airport). An input.

hCCBET FT. Engine cutbacR altitude. An input. A
pressare altitude.

1% HTO FT. Geoae*ric heignt or altitude (above sea
level).

GW G FT. Height or altitude above sea level for
gear up.

MAIM GOUMO FT. He ight above 35 feet for Gear tp. A
third degree curve fit of fli5ht test
data. A fMnction of flight path anle
at liftoff (v

UPP Pt. Pressure height or altitude (above sea
level).

- -Od-DD4. 1/3 octave band nuiter. L-1 is 50 'Ut

SIB. 1EM =-DD(. bA.e pr*ssure ratio. (nterpolattd for
inan 8Pfl table as a Fianction of "A/
Sand tch tter.

U U E-DIM. An inpst arrsg of correction factonr
to allow for a natdh of fitht test
noise profiles vith the tat6 ttcal

L L - Ai. Lift.
* L d•3A, A -aound level.
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SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIqTION

Engr. MR'AN

4XV-q L dB* Average novelized 1/3 octave nod SPL.

Le IC dB Le.vel on centerline.
SL dB 1/3 octave tand sound pressure level.

Ls "Is dB Level on sideline.

Li iLL dB Level with Extra Ground Attenuation

½ LLL dB Level witaout Extra Ground Attenuation.

L j00,i L 1 */3 octave band SPL et 200 ft and
reference conditions.

14 MACH NON-DIM. Mach number.

MAVE ?ZON-0114. Average Mach number. Ratio of Vave tCo
Ce.

14.O ?¶LF NON-DIM. Mach number at liftoff.'Lof
',NofU MWFI O-DIM. Mach numHer at liftoff.

GASP.. 11'OvenI sundpressure level.
iio•sr d Octave band soud p~ressur level.

NEAti NS UAON-4 *tNl"rvesed atr

to;n Is ra overspeed. 1or eta ple.

V PRESS I$& Xl A-btient preusure.

IsPU At*bitnt prt- rw4n.

IP9L MINZ;~
•..q Q L•&Pt i•Ttrtc) i¢W}tr5ue.

- - Q4 ~VRP~ - A tr'sertatt Wteflzqia!Awt a-ttrcr
',~; s it  avre:s:-;r@* nltitt-ýe.

7$$ý=T armay. An Vntrraa o.
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SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIP1IOYT

_____ FORTRAN,
Relative RLTHUUM PERCENT Relative humidity9
Humidity

MSD - A subprogram which calculates the root-
mean-square value of an initial and final
velocity. The rms velocity is used to
calculate an associated rms value of' lift
coefficient, CLrms, which is a return from
the subprogram.

H/C or R/D ROC FT./SEC. Rate-of-climb or rate-of-descent. Tepeline.
R1  RI FT. Distance to flight path for a given

level vithout f gA.IR2 FT. Distance to flight path for a given

level with EGA.
p S FT2 Wing area. (3456 -2). An input.

SSa SA FT. Downrange distance during ground
acceleration from ZVrake release to
rotation.

SSC FT. Downran.e distance during cllmý fro
legton tro 35 feet.

: $chI ScT nT. InTte-denWtse d isurtae d.sance during

SW TS FT. Domtrange distance uor the cimb.

accelerationt froz, rotation~ to llttott.
rrt Tim DE. ? Antbtent te±~r-titure.

VIZK~a. Te-uperatIure or ?.otsi attrt.ae

01)3. P Ar~*1ttt te~tp4eratu&re at alttitude.
* ZA3U¶1 DI)3. F Mient airport toentr.Anip4

Tck lb" tCTSE.ulz to CkiIA't fi liftoff. A th rd
degree en-ye t.-t o'f l ight tefl data.
A Thncetioei of flight path ajlo1 at
liftor r (v1 0 1
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NOMENCLATURE

SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION

Engr. FORTRAN
Vw VW KTAS Adjusted wind velocity.

V VWI KTAS Wind velocity. Input.
wi - = tail wind.

+ - head wind.

W W LB. Airplane takeoff weight. An input.

Wai dB. A-weighting.

W/WcoRR W/WCORR LB. Uncorrected (W) or energy corrected
weight (WCORR).

X X/XX FT. X distance along flight path
projected to the ground.

X, XPJ FT. X intercept of noise level on the
ground on the extended runway centerline.

X XPPJ FT. X intercept of noise level on the ground
on the sideline.

Zp ZP KM. Pressure altitude.

a ALPHU DEG. Angle of attack.

ai ALPHA dB/1000 V/3 octave band absorption coefficient
FT. for the input conditions. Calculated

by ARP 86'6.

SFT. for the FAR day conditions.

U•eri ALP1AR dB/1O00 1/3 octave band absorption coefficients
SFT. for the reference day conditions.

- DEG. Angle of elevation to aircraft along
cone of max. radiation.

7lof GAMIOF DEG. Flight path angle at liftoff.
6 DELTA NON-DIM. Ambient to sea level pressure ratio,

Pamb/Po.

AFN DVCORR LB. Incremental thrust due to
V incremental approach speed.

4AFN1 w B*VW LB. Incremental thrust due to wLnd.

AH DELH FT. Altitude or height increment. Set at anS• initial value of 63 ft. in the climb from

35 ft. to gear up climb segment.

xiii
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NOW.'NCLATURIE

SWdOL UNITS DESCRIPT'ION

Engr. FORTRAN

AH DELHV FT. An altitude increment for
gear up climbo.

&ITGU HTGU FT. Calculated delta heigh, ro 5fett
gear up. This accounts for an increase

in true airspeed in this segdlent.

DNE subscripts
alt -due to aircraft pressure alt.
EPR -due to engine pressure ratio.

AT DT DEG. C Temperature increment. Difference
between current and standard-day
temperatire at altitude. A return from
ATMOS.

at DTIhfl, SEC. Incremental time to climb.

AVDELV KTAS Incremental approach speed above 1.3 VS.

0PITCH DEG. Vehicle pitch angle with respect to the
ground.

0THETA DEG. Assumed angle of radiation measured from
inlet.

ArMtR NON-DIM. Coefficient of rolling friction. Set at

0.015.
p RHO KG/M3  Atmospheric density.

PC RHOC IvIK rayles Characteristic impedence.

SRSIG 1ON-D~IM. The square root u.' density ratio. A
return from subprogram~ ATMOS. Establishes
an equivalence between true airspeed and

equivalent airspeed.
0SLOPE RADIAN'S Airport runvay slope.

-Down, + Up. An input.

Abbreviations

BR Brake release
RZOT Rotation
LOY or lof Liftoff
35 35 foot Point
GIJ Gear up

xiv



SECTION 1

IINTRODUCTION

The need to provide adequate air transportation service results in the growth

of aircraft size and of air traffic. This growth tends to aggravate the noise

intrusion into the communities in the vicinity of airports unless an effort is

made to halt or modify the growth of noise. As part of this effort, the

F Federal Aviation z Imnidtration has established the aircraft noise limits of

FAR Part 36 (Reference 1), and the demonstrated noise levels, at FAR Part 36

conditions, of new airplane types are included in the airplane flight manual.

For more detailed descriptions of airplane noise over a range of operating

conditions and procedures and for general analyses of the totality of noise

exposure due to all airplane operations at a given airport, extensive infor-

mation on the acoustical and performance characteristics of airplanes is

required.

The study of commercial aircraft noise definition reported here has involved

the organization of the calculation procedures for developing the data needed

to describe in detail the airplane noise patterns during takeoff and approach

operations in the vicinity of an airport. The calculations have been programmed

for batch operations on a large digital computer and the program has been

exercised to produce performance and noise data for the Lockheed L-lOl-1

Tristar, and to compute and plot constant noise contours, "noise footprints,"

for a sampling of airplane operations. The output data have been presented

in the form of graphs and nomographs which may be used for L-l0ll noise analyses,

where the detail and precision c' a computer run is not needed. The computer

program can be adapted to determine flyover noise characteristics of any air-

plane when appropriate noise, power-plant, and aerodynamic noise data are

available.

The aircraft noise definition procedure is divided into several calculation

routines:

o Noise Propagation - Measured or predicted far-field noise spectra

are normalized to a reference distance on a FUR Ptrt 36 reference
0

day of sea level, 77 ?, 70% relative humidity. By applying



proper attenuation a8nd correction factors to the norna.l.ized spectra,

noise spectra at other distance~s, airport elevations and atmospheric

conditions are determined. From the spectra at each set of distances

and conditions, calculations produce the overall sound pressure levels,

A-weighted noise levels, perceived noise levels, and effective per-

ceived noise levels.

o Airplane Performance - FAA approved L-1011 aerodyanmic data, speed

relationships, and engine thrust characteristics are used in con-

junction with performance equations to generate takeoff and approach

flight patb information. The primary takeoff flight path involves

a three-e: Jine takeoff and a climbout at constant equivalent air-

spead; the two takeoff options provide for a thrust reduction or

an acceleration after gear-up. The approach flight path may be

)a ng any constant g'tde slope bet•reen 30 and 60 at constant cali-

brated airspeed, with a two segment option allowed.

o Noise Foot-rrl'ts - Acoustical data in the form of noise versus

distance and fli•ht path information Prom the performance calcula-

tion above, or from some other 3ource, are utilized to calculate

noise undar the fljghý path, noise along a sideline parallel to

flight path projection on the grcund, and the coordinates of points

Sof any specified noise level. Points of equal noise level deter-

mine constant noise cortour footprints which may be plotted by

hand or by means of a machine -lotting routine.

L-1011-1 data computed by the above procedures are included in Volum IT

of this report. The computation utiLi..zes the results of the acoustica! and

performance measurements conductedI during the a4irplane flight test program

and the FAA certification demonstrations. These reported data are for opera-

tioris at elevations between sea level ard o000 feet and at amhient temperatures

between 300 F and 1000 F. The noise propa~ation data r.re in the form of noise

versus distance curves for effective perceived nrise level and A-noise level.

The Derl'ormance section includes takeofvf and approach nomographs which may be

used to obtain approximate noise levels under the flight path for a range of

temperatures, airport elevations and operational parameters. No takeoff thrust

cutback data are shown, but, as rjoLed above, the computer program does include



a cutback capability. A number of footprint plots illustrate the effect of

oQerational parameters on areas exposed to noise.

Volume III, "Model User's Manual," presents the logic behind the noise and

performance calculation routines and outlines the computation procedures.

Volumps IV and V, "Program Design Specification" and "Computer Programmer's

Manual" respectively, document the computer program developed to perform the

noise definition calculations.

1



SECTION 2

TAEAOFF AND APPRCiCH NOISE

The noise heard on the ground during takeoff or approach operations of an

airplane is a function of the airplane performance and of the noise generated
I at the airplane. The airplane performance determines the engine thrust re-

quired for the operation and the propagation distance of the sound. Although

there is indication that aerodynamic noise generated by the airframe motion

through the air contributes to the total noise at low-thrust approach opera-

tions of the new relatively quiet wide-bodied jet transports (Reference 2),

the power plant's acoustic output is generally the major source of airplane

flyover noise.

For the airplane noise definition study of this report the physical noise

characteristics are described, as is common, in terms of one-third octave-

band sound pressure levels in decibels (0B) re 0.0002 microbar. Subjective

noise characteristics are reported as effective perceived noise level (EPNL)

in EPNdB and A-noise level (LA) in dBA. EP1L is the prescribed noise measure

for the transport aircraft noise certification of FAR Part 36 (Reference 1),

while LA is the comnon measure for industrial and highway noise description

and regulation and is often used for airport noise monitoring. Noise calcula-

tions are performed with sound pressure level spectre, and then the associated

subjective levels are determined. Effective perceived noise level is deter-

mined by the procedures of FAR Part 36 and A-noise level is determined by the

spectrum weighting of IEC 179 (Reference 3). To ensure far field conditions,

airplane noise is considered only at distances of 200 feet and greater.

2-1
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2.1 AIRPIAME NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

Aircraft noise anakysis requires information on noise at various engine

operational thrust setting and at various distances from the aircraft. NWise

SI versus distance data are designated here as noise propagation characteristics.
Since. noise information, either predicted or measured, is usually available,
initially, for very limited conditions and distances, the calculation pro-
cedure developed, and prograimed for a digital computer, first normalizes

Si the available spectral noise information to reference conditions and a refer-
•I ence distance. The normalized data are called the airplane noise signature

and are the stortinc point for the propagation calculations.

2.1.1 Noise Signatures

An aircraft noise signature is defined here as the one-third octave-band

spectrum for the maximum noise at any engine power setting at a distance oIf
200 foot linear (the maximum noise anywhere on a line 200 feet from the air-

craft) for the FAR Part 36 referenec conditions of sea level, ambient temper-
ature of 770 F, and relative humidity of 70 percent. Spectral noise data at
other distances and other conditions are normalized to noise signaitures. The
nortalization to 200 feet includes the effects of spherical spreading (it.-
verse jquare law), extra air attenuation (References 4 and 5), characteristic

i-tped--ce (Re!'erence 6), and any0 change In n,,obc-,, ': engines between the input
I; -d the normalized daa. The extra air attenuation correction from the

temnpezrture and humidity for the irput date to the reference day cond.tions
is performed a- nL" Appendix A of FAY Par-t 36,ueglect•ln elevation effects

S(Reerence 7). IV radial. distance ifom the airplane is given, then litear
distancv for the atnIoperie attenuation correction is obt•ti4 by' =1"tiplyizir

the raAl•a d~stance by the sine o' the Poise radiatlo: avel wth repec t

dcc. f~light. pa). The hAuracteriatic lye-dance (vo) tt'1utcntmf, Li 0k. 12 l(_)
O1'g where 610 M rayls !a the tthcracterbitlc hpedance of air et 710 F

a, a pa leveL an-4 pc is the characteristic 1-pedwice r tq e input noise data

conditlona. This correction is rr"fall for the umal temperaturetuge at a
gtveN elevation. tiw sote4•at la•ier for the mrwe of elevations cor•wsf•,•r.

The coaplett calculation for a onI-¶ini octan-b ond vzvcsur• Xe'el, t.,

t 2_2

V,



7 rT t- -7?fý rr'r ~r'e,

is represented by:

L1 (norslized) L1i (input) dB
D

+ 20 log - inverse square
+a'(Do - 20/.4v• gin 0
+ (extra air attenuation

+ (200/1000 sine) (.)

+ 10 lo 41o0meteP0 c
+ 0o 1 0 (M t/win) mnuber of engines

When more than one spectraM is available for arj given engine setting, then

the noralized spectra are averaged by

Li (ave) i n0 (list0 /) dB (2.i,.)

where i is the band number,I k the spectrum number, and n is the total nmber

of spectra to be averaged.

Duration corrections for effective perceived noise level computation (SPSL -

RLT ax) are normalized to 160 knots trio airspeed on the basis of ten tices
the logarithm of the velocity ratios and are normalized to 200 foot linear on

E' the basis of ten tives the logarithm of the distance ratios. Combinicg the

two noralization termns gives the expression

10 10810 1 .25 dB (2.1-3)
0

If a number of durattion correction values res4t.tfroC the input data, then the
noraivted values are- wiý"sed arithmetically.

IFrom the norma.lzed ,pect -alculations be de oe any type of uvihted

level desired. The cocAter program developed under the no-ce defition
sttudy deterur•ms o~vral~l anI octa,6ve-bMa,• oud pressurt e~l in dB re 0.00W2

=icrb•-;Perce-i%* noi.-se level and tone-corrected perceived nolac level in

lrad; efetive perceived noise level, in E£Rtd, using the nors-lied duration

corrections; and A weighted noise levels in dIS, which will be reierred to

sukseqentvy as A-noise levels.

If nOrulited levls at a sufficlent ntu-ber oT egine thrust settigs are

avabiable, then noise versus thrus.t setting curves or relationships mV be

2-3



determimed, as illuatrated in Figur 2.1 -1. Itowear, no curve fitting procedure
to do this has, been included in. th computer program. The normalized npectra
and, time durations are projecte,.d to other distances to generate the noise
versus distance propagation charac-teristics.

2.1.2 Noise frpsaMion

!oaise c'alc tis may be made for noisti Propagation from the airpleane to the
ground,, assuming only air absuirption, and for noize propagation alongg t~he
ground., intruoducing extra ground attenuation. The latter is needed to deter-

mira- the uoise At. large distances to the side of the air~plan's flight path.
Z.L2J.Air to Ground Propagation

Ike norstlizd mae-third octave-bauid sound pross.&r levels are adjusted to

oth2er distanc-es, and to other atmospheric conditions, and elevations, ini theC
ssaw =mner that input, noise data were. nowdteilz, above * The _propagated
sound pressure level, Lis, is calculated by

L L1 (.iorwaIj~d) at (.14

'Ainv)rlowssunre
ra8z')lo i extra air cttnuction

Al each tiistan-v Ior vhiech a apectr*= ta -tetwrunit~ the s-pectn1 v!tdtit ftat.
j used to crlulatv. the avtxrait w' ctavQ-%'andI 30wIM presttre Ievftlz

To V~t the d4tation IcorreCt~tt for el tt-Ai Pertieql t~olvlto~.r
vetocity~ ~ ~ a:i .vZfito tw2i 4 ctzed tji levelh o the

dzctant drati m, ofct 4d4 t'lo ty r tio.teapvrm daar A
wlk ventt dzin 61atce 4 pr~ the~ curvee' ts* Wn pLott4 UV1b;ýr asl of' U$ tt

zeel ca Catcd. An crnm, # of SA$L to-rm iistanc ýoosgwti 'f4 zurve at
a nwer of cofl-wct IT~ *~tgd; ft W L-i011-i vit. tare Ub.2flŽi

erw:IM: it Z-Lwv &Z Figure- 221-2. Itc pVttce~u cuntV4 it kS tecon Cectnd
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convenient to calculate noise levels at 200, 370, 8W0, 1640, 3200, . . - etc.

feet.

2.1.2.2 Ground to Ground Propagation

The extra ground attenuation is derived from SAE AIR 923 (Refe•ence 8). This

otocurAnt assmes a 10 knot headvind and a ground roughness parameter corre-

sponding to a ene-foot high grass ground cover. Although the applicability of

the assumptions and data to typical airport coinmities has not been verified,

this AIR provides the most complete procedure ior estimating ground attenuation.

For introduction into the computer program, extra ground attenuation (EGA) is

calculated by means of a mthestical model of tLe zero degree angle of eleva-

tion condition of Figure 4 of AIR 923. The extra ground atter=ation is a

tAtion of the two variables, frequency and propagation distance. The vari-

ation with frequency is taken as linear with the logarithm of the frequency

with the slope of the relationship dependent on the distance from the source,

As with air absorption, -,me of extra ground attenuation requires a snund

pressure level spectru of the noise. When only effective perceived noise

level or A-noise level versus distance, for air to ground propagation~is
known and no speatri= is available,then approximate corrctions for ground

attenuation my be made from the curves of Figure 2.1-3. The high-bypass enine

"curves are based on L-1011 data, reported in Volre 1I. The current 4 eCtne

and 3/2 engtt low-byau eugie curves are b&ea on Snformtion in letoeren-e 9.

For over-the-ground pr•p•a&tlon, the noise frcm the &.ar-wide engines is likely

to be sUeldd by the airpl.ae al by the turbulent e#xhaut fro the zesrcrI ertins. The shiel2ilg "JUStaeln of 5 10 (nm-ber of engines) fr=

ReftrencerO is applied in the celculatton of Cround-to-grou:4 ptopOa.ýtiob.
The complte calvulation free the air-to-Croud lovaes calcullated first It

L 1 (rowna)nL 1 (a14l-ZGA 1-5 lol (Z5 ) da (2.1-5)

The calculation procedures described above hAve been applieZ to L-ief-14B.2-2

.easured noise data eZc the resultant no•se prepuation CuVQ &fl 3Lmt, tn Wait,

in Volvn m t
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The basic data for this. nolse analysis are from the acooutt al. measurements
of the FAR Part 36 certification proram (Reference 10) conducted by the

Lockheed-California Commpar Comwrcial Enigineering Flight Test organization.

Twenty-thiree flights were recorded, ?tinan approach and eight takeoff 'flightrs.

The Instrumentation and the measurement and dIta reduction procedwtez ccunpiied

with'the requirements of' FAR Part 36. Two microphones: were used at tne t~e -

off point and four at the approach point. The tAkeoff ae-,;urewvttr werf- nnle

at 3.5 nautical miles from brake release. A range of' airplane ztcUwits

provided a range of noise path distances of about 1200 to 1600 feet. The

approach measurements were made at I nautical mile froma thIfe threshold, reýttttl iij

in a flyover height of' about 35t) feet. A range of landing weights. proylidri a

range of eugiwe thrusat settings. Experience 4~th btoth ta: ,-stand a.-A4,71iib

ntoise measure-ments had showed that the Cani was the raj CAr conitrt3utv-t ~t

tota, noice. Consequently, tbun speed was the &&t,:,t tqý,prop~riate parmmtev

aginstt which to corre-late noizse. Corrected f - speed, Z~k We, pesd

Percentage ox' sximum design &¶peed, waa- selected as correlating px~a

The takeoff reasuremueats, at waximwc takeoftf thrust, ttore in %.hu aý.nge V&A

Qo 5 percent wtJ&f; the approach msasu-ements sPR~and Ua rang 1of ~ttvt

perent to 55 percent.

The o'te-thrd ottavc-taw sour4z ptecsure evl, h ILe- no n~so w~tio

eat tao twaice dwtatiozws betueen the In db dwna pulntt of t$* tosvai~rv

pereied noise Ivu tit* histars e ah*~n cnii~ta~ n~

4kcrojtonc,- %vivenr~ie a: t~seribac In1 2.l aQ 1. AU vve

spectra at ak given CAmn -4*o wrev avvnge Thex rat.iht In aAýz-es at 'tkv~r f-,

U,. *4a aflrouth Cwoition't leure atVersAd iwtnratoly; Utw mavpjrtvnh avr r&'ac 1k-W~

ttcn ise4 for tUe prcjpagat.'oc4 ±ttt at f1it tVce-I up t-. 1S"t$~

the tziktof avertcVe at ni4-xr9 At~r *Pee-l. The 4Iffrw:Uc it fnoit-'rflstr

'*ram atc *t4le dtgearv-e w" note cofzidered ciazficieatk± 41rLt t-e -rrW

varylt% th.- ate'l at i fiaWiin 4Pee¾.. Thz- 'atVrVaej 2I0MLQ U

tio 'corrections UiYN nsetiiW tectant I-= the QvflrOactc44thv

6boutl 2 d.1hice fo tAaero -cgniton A Aneer LiMaa L4 4dra' t

carrectioc at-ov* 7Y* rxi uas- U
A

Theeffctie Perceived toise knelz aza tiw A-oi XveZA, at nU*• -~s



conditions, were also averaged at the various corrected fan speeds for which
data existed. Curves of noise level versus H1/l were then fitted to this

200 foot distsnce, reference day, data, as shown on Ftgure 2-1. Similarly

curves were fitted to the data points for each of the one-third octave-band
sound pressure levels, and interpolated spectra were determined at steps of

5 percent in N fi/ between 55 Sad 95 percent. In addition a spectrum was
interpolated at 67.4 percent, the corrected fan speed for L-10l-1 maximum
design landing weight operation at sea level on a FAR Part 36 reference day.
These irterpolAted noise signature spectra are tabulated on Table 2-1.

These noise signature spectra were then adjusted to other distances and con-

ditions as described in 2.1.2 above, to provide L-1OU1-1 noise propagation
characteriotics in the form of noise level versus distance. hIen only the
4 rtances and air-to-ground propagation are involved and the sea-level 770 F/
70% re~ltive humidity conditions maintained, the results are reference-day
noise propacation and are Illustrated, for effective perceived noise level,

on Figure 2-2. An ortensive set of air-to-ground propagation plots are

incb•ed In Volume I. lI the calculation process. distances of less than
a00 feet were avoided, as the Car-field assucptions of the calculation pro-

cedure might tot hold. Propagation talclati= were carried out to I2&10

ttalthough it is generally recognai,ýd that for "real't atmosptere3,o, the
""atmsAeric absorption values at ambient eArport cftiottnz- cawot be expected

to giv resnb accurat results beyoa two- to three-thousand Zeet. Fcr
us* in the fe dftatled noise exposure aaly•is to be des-cribed in a later

cectioI, nois proragation mcaullatiocs wer, also conducted with extra eroAu
Attentaxtioc added.

Fret he Y -.kl nompat ton data "corrtt on" cwrves have been den ltope t
peralt toaven2lo of effectlw perceied noise levels arn A-zois levels at

ref•renac cooAltions to other teoereture and elevtton con-itio; vithoat the

canet detaiaed *M sman accuratc use of spectra. flp s curves are shown as
flguns 2-17 through 2423 In Volas U1 "Ls-1011-1 Data.'
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2.1.4 Data Accuracy

i Appendix A of FAR Part 36 (Reference 1) requires that for noise certification

t ~m data one mast "establish statistically . . . a 90% confidence limit not

exceeding ± 1.5 EPMdB•" This same requirement has been applied to the noise

definition study and a statistical analysis has been conducted to verify the

accuracy of the L-10Ul-1 noise data submitted with this report. This analysis

is an extension of that performed for the L-1011-1 noise certification rMsults
S(Reeference 11).

The 90% confidence limits have been calculated for polynomial fite to the

EPnL and LA versus N!,Ie data calculated from the measured noise certification

spectra by the procedures of Section 2.1.2. Polynomial curves were fitted to

the data by Aie method of least squares at each of the distances 200, 300,
I o, 1600, 3200, 6•oo, and 12800 feet. The standard errr of estinate

(Reference 12) is fcwxl by n

e SL, N.01is the standard error of estiate of

I II
I L Is the 1evel of notie input to curv ft•,

VL' is the fitted leval,

N is the nwber of inputted pointd to the
$ curve- fit,

k ik; U otr-ar ot te Cit.

The upor 90% conidencc limit abr tU true =can of L is

%4* re to~ ~ btaiw"d y ,. a thhbe w: Stuaent t de triruoon Icw 100 (e-at)

percent anU-3k-l dkegree.- oC Cmwdaz

7,4z.. is the standard error or estimte.
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For N 23 points (the mmber of L-1Oll-1 noise certification flights) and

k -- 2nd order fit, t = 1.325 and t/AN = 0.2762. Using these values Table

2-I1 results.

• i TABLE 2-11

S• .
90% Confidence Limits of L-lOll-1 Noise Oata

from Curve Fits to EPNL and LA Values

EP1NL-.EPNdBLA B
Distance
Feet S 711290% .L. S ~t 9%CL

200 .14329 .120 .8o148 .222

370 .4426 .122 .8521 .235

8c0 .4908 .1-36 .9424 .260

1600 .5393 .149 1.03468 .286

3200 .7798 .215 1.0972 .303

6400 .8961 .?_48 1.1227 .280

2-..800 1.0677 .295 1.16851 .323

Since it was convenient to use spectra at given values of NI/•, second order

polynomial curves were fitted to the spectral band levels versus NI/TO. The

resulting spectra are shown on Table 2-1. The 90% confidence limits for each

band were then determined and the EPNL's and LA's found for the fitted spectra

and for spectra with the 90% confidence limits added to each level. Taking

the differences between these pairs of EPNL's and or LA'S, gives the 90%

confidence limits versus distance of Table 2-11.

2-10
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i TABLE. 2-111

:90% Confidence Limits of L-10LI-1 Noise Data

from Curve Fits to One-Third Octave-Band Spectra

90% C.L.
Distance EPNL" LA

SFeet EPNdB dBA

200 0.31 0.30
370 0.32 0.30

800 0.32 0.3.

1600 0.32 0.33

3200 0.36 0.35

6300 0.38 0.37

12800 0.39 0.38

Considering both of these statistical analyses, the fit of the acoustical data

is seen to be good for the measurement range, showing a 90% confidence limit

less than +0.5 EPNdB or dBA. This, of course, is only a test of the measured

data and of the calculation procedure, because no statistical analysis is per-

formed on the atmospheric absorption values which are fundamental to the propa-

gation calculations.

Further flight noise measurements to improve the accuracy of the acoustical

data over the range of conditions already demonstrated cannot be justified.

Measurements at much larger distances would be valuable. However, flight test

experience (Reference 11) has shown that even at distances of 1000 to 2000

feet, the dynamic range and background noise of the best available instrumenta-

tion is not adequate to measure the very low L-101-1 noise levels at higher

frequencies. At greater distances, this problem would be aggravated, eliminating

even greater portions of the spectrum, and making EPNL and LA calculation less

accurate. Attempts to improve the accuracy of the atmospheric absorption data

of ARP 866 (References 4 and 5) have encountered similar dynamic range and

instrumentation background noise problems (Reference 13). The only additional

2-11



data acquisition tbat ziLijt be warranted would be that aimed at filling in

the gap in flyover noise measurements between 70% and 90% N1/JI. Previous

experience with static test stand and flight noise measurements of earlier

versions of the RB.211-22B eagines powering the L-10l1 would indicate, however,

that no appreciable change in the shape of the noise versus fan-speed curve is

likeli from additional data.
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2.2 AIRMAIU MFOMA±IE

Section 2.2 presents a technical discussion of airplane performance in terms

of takeoff and approach. It is necessr7 to calculate takeoff and approach

trajectories or flight paths to facilitate the calculation of noise beneath

K these, paths. Figure 2.2-1 presents a general schematic or flow diagram of

the noise definition program. It is the mathematics of the two parallel

branches, takeoff and aprxoach, which is discussed here. The end result is

the calculation of takeoff trajectories, such as the sample of Figure 2.2-2,

and/or approach trajectories, similar to the seople of Figure 2)2-3. The

paramters N1 / fo, altitude, Mach tmber, and downrange distance, at appro-

priate points in the trajectory, are saved and transferred to the noise foot-

print subroutine of the proram.

2.2.1 TLaeoff

This section describes the subroutinu wich calculates the takeoff flight

path from brake release (BR) to about 9500 feet above sea level (ASL) for

three different flight paths. All flight paths reflect all engine operation

and FAA approved aerodynoic data, thrust characteristics and speed relation-

ships. The all engine distance to 35 feet is actual and does not include the

.15 percent factor associated with FAR field lengths.

The primary flight path is a 3 engine takeoff and climbout at constant equiv-

alezit airspeed after gear up. Another path is a 3 engine takeoff and clitbout

to gear up with the option of a thrust reduction at any Toint after gear up.

During accelerated flight after gear up, norm3. cleanup procedures (Clap

retraction) are followed.

The 1962 Standard Atmosphere (Roference 14) is used tuar ouhot for afl cal-

culations.

The pgo6ram uses equations and methods developed by Flight Teat (Refere.-co 11

that describe a taleoff and clabout Prm brake releawe to & point % here the

aircraft is at about 9500 Meet aboe sea levwl (Figure 2.2-4). Using FAA

approved thrust, drag, and speed relationships, the aircrM't is accelerated
from BR to rotation (ROT), R0& to liftoff (LOP) and TOt to a point vter the

* 2-16
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j4M.

aircraft la iat 35 feet (AGL). Then the aircraft is accelerated from the
velocity at the 35 foot point (V2 (3 engine)) to a speed equivalent to the
engine out speed (V2 (2 engine)) plus 10 knots at gear up. After gear up
this speed is maintained to about 9500 feet (ASL) with the flap setting used
for takeoff. At gear up, aMy flight acceleration between that corresponding
to mxixm climb gradient to the maximum acceleration corresponding to level
flight my be selected (Figure 2.2-5). Use of the accelerated flight path
requires an explanation of the speed schedule after gear up. The sketch
belo" sho-s the speed-altitude relationship required to meet FAR Part 25
(Reference i), -hich limits airspeed below 10000 feet to 250 knots.

10000 ACCELERATE
TO CLDMB SPEED

PRESSURE
ALTITUDE

UEAR ACCELERATED
UP FLIGHT PATH

0 V2 +10 250

VELOCITY --KEAS

Also, if climb speed is allowed to increase, normal cleanup procedure (flap
retrztion) is follmoed. Successive lncremental retraction of t1V Clap3 wll

tab, place at the airplane speeds specified in the FMA Approved Flight Nknual
(Reference 16). The stekiLse retraction is instantaneous, although the accel-
eration vili be continuos during the cleanup.

After gear up any cutback thrust l•vel msW be chozen betucon ful thrust sra
th.at correspoo.din to the thrust required for level flight vith a vi.+ engirk
inoperative (Figure 2.2-6). After bpar up, the aircraft issclicbed at cotnt
"equivalent airspeed, correspondlig to V.. f 10 KW, to the predeterm•ined cut-
back altitude. At this altitude, the throttles are wet to an EMR (&uine
Pressure Ratio) coM sponding to a percent of v&%i= takeofe thrust and a
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now climb gsdient is establis-ed. The climb Is COtinmed at constant speed

to abat %WO freet (AML).

Hea and tallvlzud and the possibility of positive ar negative runay slope

are aounted fo In the =tbemticl =del.
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2.2.1.1 Input Variables and Preliminary Calculations

The takeoff subroutine is a self contained program which means that, a=ig

other things, except for input variables, the program contains all of the

FAA approved aerodynamic and propulsion data necessary to run takeoff and

cliz*out paths within the physical limits of L-lOl-1 Tri-Star and the con-

tract requirements described in Reference 16. This section lists and des-

cribes the stored aerodynamic and propulsion data. In addition, input

variables are noted, and selected preliminary-type calculations are explained.

The program is then in a state to calculate a takeoff trajectory from brake

release through termiration (about 9500 ft. (AGL)).

Internally Stored Data

Internally stored L-1011-1 aerodynamic and propulsion data includes:

Sr~oulsion Data

RB21I-22C EC3 Bleed On Flatrated to STD +3.8°C
RB21-22C ECS Bleed Off Flatrated to STD +3-8°C

RB21l-22B ECS Bleed On Flatrated to STD +13.9 0 C

RB211-22B ECS Bleed Off FlAtrated to STD +13.9C

FN vs. -ach No. from SL to 100 (Press) ft.

Teamerature Mange O~F to 11O'F

*~ ie elat-In (FLATR)
The firs-t value in Thrust Table

CL vs. •v Cor flap wttiag., 4, 1o, 18, 22, wA 27 deree-

C L& 6 W=7 0 Mac.Pmm~r On

C Co_ Fl' p Ge•tttzg 0, 4, '10, 18, 22, 2-1, 3* ".d ý2 degme

*Aprcach Fisp Setting*

EMR Va. Yji& Z-6 Mat o. -It -go .3# .4#, IAn .5
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.a . • - . .. .. .. i i • ... - - - . • - -. ..*

*C, .startC

C vs. Flap S'tttngs 49 10, 18, 22, and 27 Degrees
Ls

"* r Factor's For Use In Ground Run Distance Equations

* ii .*L-10fl-1 Wing, Area

[S3456 ft 2
j*t

e Rolling Coeffcient :

SR .015

* Takeof Seed Ratios

V2 v .O F/VS and V3/V for (T/W) from .14 to .3. (corerz al

engine Sal engine out operation)

0 Wliniil ling fLr

)ecurs in the prop= in the form of a third order curve fit of M/6

Occurs it. the prcn=% in he form of a third order curve fit or T lm

Occurs in Utth 12?%t= tn tt r-am of third- order curve ,"it or

User Suppliecd 1n~vut Data

Mrw itnput vsriabIes4 that thc ;rograz tefd,~ !,f 0reer tz, flJrfllatQ. vfriaý ýwJae

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ofpsluz~ rt~toin 1t their tcrnZ ojer~atla.1 falct, in-t zlwg
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O (oS) Overaeed Factuwr

A multiplier on V, V FV ad V

0S Remarks

1.0 Zero Overspeed
1.025 24% OverspeedI
1.05 Overspeed

( V) Airport Wind Velocity

VVis the airport reported wind at 50 feet above the runay

* (Tai) Airport Ambient Tempratures in Degees F

*1 0 (TFAC) Thrust Faotor

TFAC = This factor can be used to run degraded engine data to

-2B-10o% (TFAC - 0.9)

Acceleration
Desi4ed accelerationalong the right path (a/a) abov gear u.WI-

a, Remarks
0 ero Acceleration

3 3 n/SC

*, Ctback Hefini

&redstenrmin4 pressure al~titue (ft) v~re cutbac wil oc cur

oCutbk ftctor

Pnedetermined carcent o.t tskeott power

1.0 ft-l Takmot Psoer
0.9 ',V% otr TaofT Poer
0.5 W0% or Tak1of Omer
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3v

Takeoff (-22C) 4 10, 18, 22 0
(.z)'a 1. :O 22, 270

0Approach 33,v 454

* t u-2flSM
Slope or the rumsy in percent (decimis)

SlopeReasrks

-.02 $Down Slope

+.02 2% UJpSlope

* (it) Airpor Pressure Altitude

Airport Pressure Al~titude (ft)

H
S Aesarks

0 Sea level
2000 2000 Pressure Alt. (ft)
6000 6WO Pressure Alt. (t

* LWO feet is the upper linit far thze progrn. liSter altitudes.cancc be

run,9 but eXtraPOlAtiwi Of- PrOPuioa data v~ald V-s3U~t.

Thkm)Off gr-oss ueiWht is the weight (at broke welease. The nwrs4 rar,4v

of takeofwotttaust for use With tjhe pracnzr at.rc

* t~wo of vWIa ta the pro~rfl wads %hutaer npvU"ton. A4 per W~f rtvei-

ticasvtt iacý t4 i taksoa~ cxkclm,-tt44 =r-t be sof tse roporte ,c4t,;A '

* 1 or ~~~t.- tlporte4 taIbil. Tlrrebre, thw e tual vWc wc'ityLOC ttJ

* aist~im Caltu2Atta Mast be NUCton4I in the tofWLa4h tsWer;

* Hevtad 05 zV 7
IL
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In addition, the reported wind at a height of 50 feet must be corrected to the

height of the airplane MAC for calculations from brake release (BR) to rotation

"(I Or). The wind shear correction is described below.

RErORTED WIND AT 50'

50 J - GRO• , 5UND LEVEL

Ifeight of Airplane -AC--".V
Wind Shear Correction =(-.v

VV
;Z50

-:i= .e2 oN-Dj4. (2.2-1)

Therefore, for all distance calcuiLations up to &ad includirg rotation the

fol.lowin wvind factors appl~y.

Reported Wind at 50 feet

ii

V A~justed Wind Velocity

M(.842) (a.5) Vv

VV L~i2 V' (11a4v4nd)

All O-V-im ed Ongitm out swecd at the 35 Coot Point, M1104d vz.(3) W.V2(
amreqtui-md. Such inf~rartion i~provi-d~ by Mohtt te-st and LI: In-enAt*d
in Ficmv 2.2-9. th variation of V'/v" vith tharuz- to veiht et it
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2.2.1.2 Brake Release to Rotation

The pertineat equations and data used in calculating ground roll performance

from brake release to rotation are presented here. Figure 2.2-4 shows a

general ,chematic of a nominal (normal) 3 engine climb to altitude, including,

of cburse, the ground roll as defined here. Values of normalized rotation

speed (V /V:) as a function of thrust to weight at liftoff have been deter-

mined from measured flight test data and are shown in Figure 2.2-9. These

data apply at all flap settings. A first degree or linear curve fit of this

data yields an expression of the form

SR T\
1,282-0.4 NON-DIM. (2.2-3)

Stall speed is determined from

=2 v -- ' KEAS ( 2. 2-4)=:_V c ss
CLS

The incremental ground distance cLvered from BR to ROT is

2 2o.44427 ( v V FT. 2.2-5
aS~T/W -pr "•"KK

r C
L
rrns

Equation 2.2-5 is derived from the application of an eleL.entary force

6alance wherein runway slope and winds are accounted for .n addition to the

customary aerodynamic and ground roll forces. Section 9.3 of Reference 17

provtdes a detail.ed development of this and other distance equations. It
snould be noted that al. velocities used J.n this and subsequent distance equations

are equivalent airspeeds. The equivalence between true and equivalent air-

speed is the standard ralationship:

VE K 2.2-6
S•~T =
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.3-

Geometric altitude (HT6) at the end of the segment (rotation) is calculated

in a manner which reflects runway slope; and indirectly, winds. Thus,

JIG H x TJAT 40x S& FT. (2.2-7)

I Incremental time (At) from BR to ROT is calculated from

Sat sEc. (2.2-8)

V W 1.6878

Equation 2.2-8 is essentiaely the ratio of distance covered to average

velocity, with due regard for wind and units.

At segment end, rotation, an interpolation in made for N1 /1 using appropriate

calculated values of EPR, Mach number, and pressure altitude. These para-

meters, plus downrange distanceare passed to the footprint routine for use

in calculating noise along the flight path.
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2.2.1.3 Rotation to Liftoff

The perf'ormance from rotation to liftoff is described in the same manner as
for the previous segment. The liftoff speed is obtained from Figure 2.2-9

An acceleration from VR to VLOF is made. The incremental distance covered
*is

S* .0o4427 F(VTor -, -(vR -v,)J T. (2.2-9

r T/-W4r K
CLrm

Equation (2.2-9) is the generalized ground roll equation which is derived

using simple force balance mathematics. A detailed derivation is given in

* Reference 17, Section 9.3 (Takeoff Distances).

Geometric altitude (HTG) at the segment end point (liftoff) is given by the

express ion

SHTG 'JxT RAT + X STOT (BR to ROT) FT. (2.2-10)

where runway slope is accounted for by the 0 x ST0T term.

Incremental time (At) from rotation to liftoff is calculated from

S SEC. (2.2-11)

A = [(V o~ ) , v,,] 1.6878

which is essentially a distance divided by an average velocity with due

regard for wind and units.

At segment end point (liftoff) an interpolation is made for N1 /1 uning

appropriate values of EPR, Mach number, and pressure altitude. These para-

meters, plus downrange distance, are passed to the footprint routine for use

in calculating noise along the flight path.
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2.2.1.4 Liftoff to 35 Feet

This segment begins at liftoff and. covers the distance traveled during tran-

sition from ground run to a point where the aircraft has climbed to a height

of 35 feet (AGL). The time for this transition (Tcljmb) is described as a

function of gradient at liftoff (Ylof) as shown in Figure 2.2-7. This

curve results from measured flight test data and is supplied by the Lockheed

Flight Test organization. A third degree curve fit of this data yields a

time equation of the form

2 3
T 8.77 -49.5 Ylof + 107.8 Ylo + 544 Yf SEC. (2.2-12)

Ground distance covered during the climb (Sc) is derived from the elementary

equation

S V At FT. (2.2-13)

Therefore,

=[(V 2(3) + VJ10f ) -Vj 1.6&78 Tc~ FT. (2.2-14)

The incremental altitude is set to 35 feet. Geometric altitude (HTG) at the

end of the segment is calculated in a manner which reflects runway slope.

Accordingly,
= S c+ ) +3\T 2.2-15)

HTG p RAT + + + +35 FTr

At segment end, the nominal 35 foot point, an interpolation is made for

NI./q using appropriate calculated values of EPR, Mach number, and pressure

altitude. These parameters, plus downrange distance, are passed to the foot-

print routine for use in calculating noise along the flight path.
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2.2.1.5 Climb from 35 Feet to Gear Up

This segment describes the airplane flight path from a point where the air-
plane is 35 feet above ground level (AGL) to a point where the landing gear

is fully retracted. It should be noted that the calculated path is linear,

whereps the actual path has curvature.

a I HGEAR UP ()I ~ ~GEOMETRIC -- V 2alae V(2)+1 0

ALTITUDE Calculated
HUG'U Path Actual Path

DOWNRANGE DISTANCE ^-FT

Along the flight path the airplane is accelerated from the velocity at the
35 foot point (V2 (3 engine)) to a speed at gear up equivalent to the engine

out speed (V2 (2 engine)) plus 10 knots.

Incremental .diatance to gear up is

SGU= 1.6878 At35, to GU(V 2 (2)+10) + V2(3) FT. (2.2-16)

Total time from liftoff to gear retraction is fixed at 17.5 sec (14.5 + 3)
(Reference 10). Time from LOF to 35 feet is a function of as shown

in Figure 2.2-7. The data of Figure 2.2-7 evolves from measured flight test data
and is provided by the Lockheed Flight Test organization. Delta time from 35
feet to gear up is given by the equation

t to 17.5 - TC Fb3 SEC. (2.2-1-7)

Therefore,,

[(V2 (2) + 10) +(v (3))-v (15-T,• . .. _ _-=•SG 1 .6878 2V w (17.5 - T e m L t 35

71 2 VclbL-F8 to 35'

FT. (2.2-18)
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The effect of wind on ground distance is accounted for in equation 2.2-18 by use
of a modified wind velocity (VV •A8). For mathemtical simulation, the
measured (fixed) head or tailwind(which is input)is decreased (headwind) or
increased (tailwind) by 50 % to yield an appropriate valve of modified wind
velocity. This particular simulation is valid for flight above the 35 foot
point and is further justified in Section 2.2.1.1.

Since the program accounts for runway slope, the determination of altitude

at gear up (HTGU) is of interest. V2(3)

T.=BR 0,+ '&H__ I

V2(23 AGU5(.RO 0 +10 1__ HG

H i iTr 35'
p RAT

. [ SEA LEVEL

HTAGU= H x TRAT + OxER to 35' + 35 +LHGU -AH FT. (2.2-19)

The height at gear up (A U) as shown in Figure 2.2-8 has been described by
Lockheed Flight Test as a function of gradient at liftoff. This height does
not account for the increase in airspeed when acceleratig from V2(0) to
V2(2) + 10 IMAS. Accordingly, an incremental correction altitude, called

wH, is introduced.

The terms AH~u and 4H of equation 2.2-19 are caloulated as folows:

W &GU =(,&IGU)INO Unaccelerated climb to gear up is a function of

4Ht The incremental altitude difference between an w~acceler'ated climb

• from liftoff to gear up and a climb that accounts for an accelera-

tion from I2(3) the 3 engine, speed at 35 feet, to V2(2) + 10,

which is the 2 engine speed at 35 feet plua 10 knots.
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(=1U ) r-lHF. 24-12O

ACCEL

S° %u - €%U•oFT, (L,.,121)
AH= ~uA=c ~NOFT

ACCEL

since dli
= tapeline rate of climb (ft/sec)

and = 1.6M8 (6878 VT D) .- ;/SC.

L -(2.2-22)

SO T O 1 6 7 ) T dVTSE

ACCEL it (2.2-23)ACaRL

Substituting and approximating,

GI GUý-6 8 T AT F./E
=t ACCEL atInla m •ACCEL E0(.- )

S•u CL m g(2.2-25)
ACCLL

- •oU (v o(2) + v (3)UIJACXEL 2 2ACCEL g2 •,

X (v2 (2) 10 lo- V, (3) " -e

•"~~ UICS r'GU•) -.4 ~•'-•5•

ACCEL

--hareW .04427 I(V2(2) +'1 - V,(3) 2  (2.2-28)

Tne Prosma hat an iteratIlve routine.w-i.ch will determine Alt by muki:g an

initi&a guss and then calculatLig a vatlue using equation 2.2-28 until uch

tiz e -s the gueoa and thedcuI 1on are losiotety clo*e.
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At gear up an interpolation is rode for N /1M'eusing appropriately calculated

values - E3PI, 14Mh nmber, and pressure altitude. These paramters, plus

daimrae dist4nce, are passed to the footprint routine for use in calculating

noise along the flight path.

I
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2.2.1.6 3 Inwine Cimb After Gear UDp

The 3 climb options after gear up include: a constant velocity clinb

(V2 (2) + 10) with flaps extended (Figure 2.2-4.); an accelerated climb after

gear up with norml filap cleamup procedures rollowed (Figure 2.2-5); and a con-

* ~stant* velocity cliub with the option of a thrust cut back after gear up

(Figure 2.2-6).

2.2.1.6.1 Constant V,(2) + 10 XUS Climb After Gear Up

For noise analsis a constant equivalent airspeed (lAS) climb is considered

the normal climb option after gear upr since it results in the highest altitudt

at any given downrarge point. Climfo is established at a constant FAS

(V2 (2) + 10 UAS) and continued, at the flap setting for takeoff, to about

9500 feet above sea level (AsL).

To establish the mthod for calculating incremental distance and height aft'!r

gear up, time increment is fixed at 5 seconds and a graphical type integrati an

is established. The incremental h-eights over 5 second intervals are sunwi

until the pressure altitude exceeds 9500 feet (ASL).

9500 ft(ASL)

ALTITUIE

GER w5 e
t ~ -

For climb at a cMostant nuidvaeat airspeod, tr%* airspeed iner anes bec4Aute

of the altitude dependence of deawaity rttico (a) Wher by definition

V iV.7.~ LW~A
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This eans: of course, that acceleration as used in the program is not equal
to zero for a constant RU climb. The increase in true airspeed is accounted

for in the Rate-of-Cliab (R/C) equation in the follwing maner:

Since

AC u NON-=1. (2.2-29)

VT o 0) /Co • 1.6878. (" . ... D) v IT./SEC. (2.2-30)w

0AYTo) 1/CAC ..6878 (" -) T PT./SW. (2.2-31)w (1 +v- h,

For a constant equivalent climb

1 + = 1 + .567

Therefore

RCS 1.6878 (T -D) VT FT./SEC. (2.2-32)
CLIO v + .567 le)

ii= Or

j/jS I 167VT /T.. - nF./SEC. (2.2-33)

For 10~ g flight L W
Then

6 Vl FT./=. f2.2-P)
czDM (1 .567be

j R~~~/CMs ~161 ~(~.) FT./$=C. (2.2-35)M (I + .56 PF)

Equation 2.2-35 accounts ror the increase in trte airspeed 4uring a contstant

equivalent earspeed *1_irb. The equation does not accownt fzr accelerati-n
aloUg the ('•ht path due to a chane in frZght p•,h nrgle. A diacu=ion of
the eQuatiOUS for acceleration along the illcht path appeara in Section .

herein.
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Using Iqiatica 2.2-35, the lzcenatal height isa fucltion of the instan-
taeous rate of cJmt

5 A IRCX T. (2.2-36)

The incrematal ground ditance travelled during each 5 second interval is a
fuaction of the averge velocity

SI -1-6117 Tcla VT nT. (2.2-37)

T uSW5.3C (2.2-38)

Then

3cl. 8.439 VT t (2.FT

Equations 2.2-24, 2.2-35, 2.2-6, arn 2.2-39 are the basic equations used in
each 5 second integration interval to calculate US climb performance.

At each calculated end point in the alimb an interpolation is made for N,
using appropriately calculated values of E£f, ach maber, and pressure
altitude. These praleter, plus diwnrsnge distance, are passed to the Co•ut-
print routine for use In calculatiln noise along the tUlit path.

2.2.16.3 cceic-rated Climb After Gear Upg

The accelerated climb path option starts it gear up, wM Conti•• es util tithr
a 950 foot pressure altitude 1s reached or airspeed reaches 250 KA5. IC
250 EMAS is reached before 0,500 fe•t (A-SL), the clmb is conti•iem %t that
igeod to %50W feet (AS!.). Tha Sket--h .t the top of the toliowiag pagse illus-
tratee the lxaounares for accele2.cntl tc altI tte-,
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C / E 9500 ft(S)

ALTI'TUE 0

4--,- "- -BG

V2+10 411=0

V 2  250
VELOCITY

Path B2ia a constant Ve (US) clwmb from gear up. Path EIM is a level flight

acceleration to 250 KEAS folto ed by a constant 250 NS cimb. Path M

represents an intermdio-e climb where total thrust avafilble is di-vded

between climb &M acceleration. The basic logic for the acceleration option

assurs that the total thrust after gear uP can be divided between cirb a&

acceleration. This is accomplised in the follrmog =sner.

L
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A usiple force balance yields, for level flight,

w
2: Y- NI =

T D
9

For "I" g fli• t L = W

4T7 o O D(2.2-43)

•-i An equation si r to 2.2.43 has areadl , been defined as a Oradient term (•.

-Equation 2.2-29, a zero ecceleration cia kent).

Let
S•t a

: acceleration Smeient for level fl-8ht
g (zero curb)

!(co that. a (zero cli.mb) acceleration gradient &r (zero act~eeratian) cliti

gradient am defined, thi. total gradient mrmilable is azssumd by deftudtiot.

to be the sun of the tva gradient3

The;T S.--

r [(CL-1 -- L. .

4 If D)7

'cue

IT~ V 1 LW2



V 3/c~~~~ 1.187lo VT ((PUDAV~ .880
R/CAM AVAIL 32.2 T/SC

(2.2-49)
where the input acceleration, a, is in fls/flC

9500 tt(a)p

ALTITUDE -- ae --

UP r

GEARb

Increwnta1 height an4' ground d±atazce covered during eac-h 5 oecor4 integration

j interval a%-e

f4 - 5x R/CAC FT. t-e

V'a the w-vrt6C velocity oveor each 5 *ccoMA interval

orFr

squationi:s 2.2-49 thrtu WV-5 Me thbAaic ev=Ution sted in 0"ht Wc4

tn~ttion tnatma to calczulatc aLtccentted dilS- per:'onr~ce.

At each calculated em4 potnt ir& the clicb =A itflorpolaticwt i.- zadc ý4r N
utika ajspropriately cakculW-d ttltvawc of EIiI, %kbch uz¶Zr, apu ~t zmf

tltittsk. tz vaw rozten *, plin 4ov-,trsv.*Lgai* ie P04Sed to '621w AOý-

prtht rOutt tar %=e izý4 clcttatlre tiate alaft' the f~lwe.t jatt.

DuitCg tl~ acc~eratiotj, zucixctcVt tr~ rnnrctio2 of the Clap4s vlii

occur at the trolUmr4r uidntz flp retroctoce sjtedzs:

.... .. ..2.-.7
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C°

I ~ MINIMUM FIAP -

! FLAP RETRACTION SPEED-

27 V2 -4 10

22 .V2 + 10
•i:18 V,• + 10

--- 10l V2 + 10

S4 V2 + 20

o v2 + 6o (cm AN)

The stepwise retraction is instantaneous, although the acceleration will be-

continuous.
ThAP RETRACTION SCHEDULE

30 S27. • ACCELERATION

_1- - i oh,20 18

110 V0 +2----

0
0!: v2 ,,+O1 V+..

VELO0CITY A4T
2.2.1.6.3 Thruxst Cutback After Gear Tip

Afte~r gear up, a- y cutback thrust leve.'. may be chosen between full. takeoff

thrust acid that corresponding to the thruast required (DRAG) for level flight

wit- a wig engine inoperative (Figure2 .2-6After gear up, the aircraft is

climbed at constant equivalent airspeed, corresponding to V 20+ 10 AS to

S+-22

the predetermined (input) cut back altitude. At this altitude, the throttleo

are set to an EPR (Engine Pressure Ratio) corresponding to a percent of Maximmuiv

takeoff thrust and a new climb gr,,dient established. The climb is continued

at constant speed to about 9500 feet (ASL).
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1CUTLBACK
TAKEOFF THRUSTHRURUT

*1 PRESSURE

AVTITUDE--

L...3 SECONDS ALLOWED
ý_FORTHRUST D2CAY

UP.

DOWNRAN~GE DISTANCE~-FT

Thrust cutback can be initiated at any point after gear up by inputting a

cutback altitude (HTCB) and a percent of thrust available (CB3FAc). At TB

the thrust required for level flight with a wing engine out is calculated

using the following equations:

(Windmilling Drag)D .16 .57 + 1038 M + 8571 + 3333 M3~ LB (2.2-53)

This is the third degree curve fit of Figure 2.2-10./

WING E1G-INE OUT

b(ving span) =155 FT */
moment arm d=35.5 FT

a/b=0.229_- -

d
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Flight Test (Reference 18) describes the out of trim moment coefficient as
DC' .2•29 (Fx +- )l NO-DJ2. (2.2-54)

and the engine out trim drag as

i •fl =-00013 + .0226 C + 4.197 C 2  (2.2-55)
?RN N

(2nd degree fit of Figure 2.2-11).

MWith FE thrust required with a wing engine

inoperative
D

FNo = (cn + cDIm) (Qs) +-• (s) (2.2-56)

When ClBAC is less than FPNE, CFAC is set equal to FNEO.

The integration interval here is altitude based. The basic equations used

to calculate climb at each altitude increment include

R/C = 1.6878 (T - D) VT FT./SEe. (2.2-57)

"w (l + .567 b(2

Where T =T (CBFAC) L.(2.2-58)

Sv = (v2 + jo) /4" FT./SEC. (2.2-59)

T 200/(R/C) SC. (2.2-60)

S 1.6878 V T

TC•b FC• (2.2-61)

At each calculated end point in the climb an interpolation is made for

using appropriately calculated values of EPR, Mach number, and pressure

altitude. These parameters, plus downrange distance, are passed to the foot-

print routine for use in calculating noise along the flight path.
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2.2.2 Approach

This section describes in technical detail the equations that are used to

calculate the basic engine thrust requirements that are the aerodynamic input

necessary for the approach noise program. The basic aerodynamic data such as

the airplane drag polars (CL, CD), Direct Lift Control drag increment, and

stall characteristics of the airplane are all based on FAA approved results

such as those published in the FAA Type Certification Report (Reference 18)

and the Airplane FAA Approved Flight Manual (Reference 16 ). The effect of

Direct Lift Control on drag and speed is assumed to be the same for the 33

degree flap as for the 42 degree flap configuration. The 33 degree flap

drag polar is also based on FAA approved results.

The basic aerodynamic and performnce equations used to generate engine
thrust required for constant glide slope and constant calibrated airspeed

*1! are as follows:

.•-1 R/D

GROUND

For a constant calibrated airspeed approach with flaps and gear down, the

fo-lowing trigonometric relationship relative to ground reference can be

shown:

-sin = -grad = VGROUND NON-DIM. (2.2-62)VGROUN~D

The rate of descent (R/D) can be derived from the total energy concept of
the airplane in 1 'g' flight:

Total Energy = Potential Energy + Kinetic Energy

E = PE + KE FT.-LB.

Potential Energy = Weight x height Wh

Kinctlc Ei..er - Ly 2 1 W VT2 x 2.856

2where 2.856 = conversion factor, knots to feet per second
squared.
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Total energy is expressed in foot-pounds.

Therefore, the equation:
2

E = +2.856 W VT2 FT.-LB.9 2

The rite of change of total energy per pound of airplane weight is:

d - dah + 2.85 VT dVT FT./SEC.dt dt 9- dT

V
The acceleration term of d-- may be written as

dVT dVT dh

and from substitution
(II/W dVT dh

a(E/W) _ dh + .0886 VT dh
dt dt dh dt

h dVTdh( + .0886 VT FV )./SEC.

The total energy can change only as the result of the net increment between

FN and drag vectors acting on the airplane and is expressed by the following:

Energy = Force x Distance = (FN-D) x Distance

The rate of change of total energy per pound of airplane weight is:

d (E/W) (FN-) Distance x 1.69 FT./SEC.
dt W dt

where Distance true velocity
dt

1.69 conversion tactor knots to feet per second

d( E/W)
Setting this equal to the first equation of dt

dh dVT1.69 (FN-D) VT =L(i + .0886 VT d)I w
W I
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V

and if - R/Ddt

then

R/D in feet per minute = 101.3 "(F FT./MIN. (2.2-63)

w ( + .o886 VT d VT

Substituting this in the gradient equation,

- grad = .FN-D• VT NON-DIM. (2.2-64)

W(l + .0886v VT U) VGROU
dh

For zero wind condition, VT = VGROUND

- grad (FN-D) NON-DIM. (2.2-65)grad•
W (1 + .0886 VT -- V

In case of head or tail winds, VT # VGROU1D

(FN-D) VT NON-DIM. (2.2-66)
g w ( 1 + .0886 v , DVt VGROU

In determining the engine thrust required for a predetermined gradient, air-

plane weight and approach speed, it can be seen that the airplane drag must

be calculated. The aircraft is assumed to be approaching at a constant cali-

brated airspeed which for altitudes near sea level is practically identical

to equivalent airspeed. With the assumption that calibrated is equivalent

airspeed, the drag of the airplane can be calculated as follows:

CL W NON- DIM.CL T---

whe.e D =C q S LB.
V 2 , /.I .2

where q = dynamic pressure e LB.
295

S = wing area = 3456 ej. ft.

Since V is constant and independent of altitude, the airplane drag is inde-
e

pendent of altitude. The kinetic energy term (1 + .0886 VT d ) is dependent
dh
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on altitude, but by Investigation, considering the range of altitude of this

analysts, this factor will vary by less than 1 tenth of 1 percent. This

factor is generally of the mgnitude of 1.03.

By solving the gradient equation for FN, knowing the speed and configuration,

the performance input for thrust required is determined for the footprint

subroutine of the noise definition program.

A single segment or a two-segment approach may be calculated. Glide slope

angle for a single-segment approach may be any value between 3 and 6 degrees,

inclusive. If a second segment is added, its glide slope is fixed at 3
degrees. Input required to compute approach includes glide slopes, transi-

tion height, direct lift control flag, weight, plus thrust and drag in tabular

form. Threshold altitude is fixed at 50 feet. Winds may be accounted for.
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Airport altitude.,teqeati, C
- - -Andi volocity,f lap setting, airplane

-. - ~distance V/V.o EOAt radltion angle,

* Accelerati±on, runway Glide slopes, tr aition
slope, c.nine flat rate.egt drc ~

constante.~ tlds cutback conrolfla
altitude. reld fato

CAACCZAT: KO1ST PATHMAT

LVTCFT TOI~ 35F=
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j .2.3-Te ,tinosRere

Several acoustic snd performance parameters are derived from atmospheric

parameters. These are obtained from a mathematical model of the atmosphere.

J The information presented on the following pages explains this model in terms

of whAt it is, where it comes from, and how it is used in the two noise

programs.

2.2.3.1 Derivation

The atmosphere employed in the noise definition program and the noise propa-

gation program waz constructed by using appropriate equations from the 1962

U. S. Standard Atmosphere (Reference 13). Normally, pressure altitude is

given and other conventional atmospheric quantities are required.

First, pressure altitude is converted to geopotential pressure altitude.

H Z; X R/(Z + R) (2.2-67)

p p e p e

where H is the geopotential pressure altitude.
p

Z is the pressure altitude.
p

R is the equivalent earth radius. (6353.5 KM or 20,844,820 FT.)

If pressure altitude (H) is given in feet, it is converted to KM. by

Z (KM.) = .0003048 H (FT.) (2.2-68)
pV with

tH 6353.5 Z (z + 6353.5) KM (2.2-69)p p p

Combining these equations,

11 ON .O03o48 02o884B20 H (FT.)/(H(FT) + 2o844820)] (2.2-70)

Next the standard temperature can be found from

T (OK) - 2bb.15-6.5 H (KM.) (2.2-71)
std p

where T is the standard temperature in degrees Kelvin. -6.5K/KM is the
std

first-layer standard lapse rate.

288.15 OK is the S.L. standard temperature.
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If the atmospheric temperature (t) is given in degrees Fahrenheit, it can be

converted to degrees Kelvin by the equation

T (°K)-- (° (OF) -32)/1.8 + 273.15 (2.2-72)

or T (OK) = (t (oF) + 459.67)/1.8 (2.2-73)

The temperature increment from standard is given by

AT T -Ttd (2.2-74)

If the atmospheric temperature is given as the increment AT in degrees

Celsius (or OK)

T (OK) = T(°K) td + AT (2.2-75)

and

t (OF) = 1.8 T(°K) -459.67 (2.2-76)

Knowing the ambient temperature T(°K) the pressure ratio 5 = P/P can be
0

calculated, where P0 with sea level standard pressure of 101325 Pascals
02

(Newtons/meter 2 ), 2116 LB/FT2 or 29.92 inches of mercury. The equation for

sis

( 0 /T std) 0 g) NON-DIM. (2.2-77)

where G is the sea level acceleration of gravity
0

(9.80665 m/sec2 ).

M is the sea level molecular weight of air (28.9644 gm/mole).
0

R is the Universal Gas Constant
g

(8.31432 joules/ °K-mole).

T is sea level standard temperature (288.15 °K)
0

Substituting gives

= ( 2 88 .15/Tt) -5.25588 (2.2-78)
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The pressure Is found from the relationship

(2.2-79)

Knowing the ambient temperature (T) and the pressure ratio A we can find the

q, where a is the density ratio p/po. Or knowing the pressure P, we can

find the density p.

a 4=75•767 (2.2-80)

Also, p = M° P/L000 R T = P/287.o53 T rK/M-"a=3 (2.2-81)

The speed of sound is needed to calculate the characteristic impedance (pc)

of the air or the Mach number of the aircraft. The speed of sound is found

from the equation

c = T. .. T in WTERS/SEC (2.2-82)

where y is the ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air).

Substituting for the constants

c=4401.71 T 1wms/snc (2.2-83)

For convenience in calculating the Mach number we use the equivalent speed of

sound in knots.

C = 29.04493 T1.8 T KNOTS (2.2-84)

To convert from pressure altitude h to geometric altitude H, the following

approximation is used:

If =H•T (2.2-85)

where TRAT = T/Tstd

The temperature ratio (T is assumed independent of altituda. In addition,

the ratio

Re + H

Re + H1
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is assumed sufficiently close to 1.000. These assumptions ire good engineer-

ing approximations for low altitudes, say less than 10000 fti., with modest

temperature excursions from standard day, say STD + 40 OF.

2.2.3.2 Application

The relationships shown were used in different ways in the performance routines

and the noise propagation program.

For the performance routine,

(1) -=.000o48[20884820 H/(H +20844820)](.-6

(2) Ttd 288.15 -6.5 Hp (2.2-87)

If the altitude H is The airport elevation

(3) T =(t - 32)/1.8 + 273.15 (2.2-88)

and (4) AT = Ttd (2,289)

(5) AT = T/T std (2.2-90)

(6) 8 = (Tstd/To) 5.25588 (2.2-91)

(4 q97288.15 8T (2.2-92)

(8) Ce =29.o4493 Ni/.8 T (2.2-93)

(9) t =1.8 T - 459.67 (2.2-94)

If the altitude is other than the airport elevation set (3) T = T + AT,
std

then do (5) through (9).

The atmosphere subroutine in the noise propagation program is used to calculate

the characteristic impedance (pc) and the temperature (t). If pressure alti-

tude (H) and the incremental temperature (AT) are known:

() Zp = .0003048 H (2.2-95)

(2) Hp = 6353.5 Z /(Z + 6353.5) (2.2-96)
p p p

(3) Tstd = 288.15 -6.5 H (2.2-97)
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(4) T =T + AT (2.2-98)

(5) t = 1.8 T -459.67 (2.2-99)

(6) P = 101325 (2 8 8 .15/Ttd) -5.25588 (2.2-100)

(7) p = P /287.053 T KG/i/ 3  (2.2-101)

(8) c =-11o018 7 4 T I&MM/SEC (2.2-102)

If the temperature (t) and the pressure (p) in inches of mercury are known:

(1) T = t + 459.67/1.8 (2.2-102)

(2) P 3386.39 p (2.2-103)

(3) p = P/287.053 T E/M 3  (2.2-104)

1 (4) c =4kol.874T I&TEs/sEC (2.2-105)
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SECTION 3

C0MMOUTY NOISE CONTOURS

For aircraft noise certification FAR Part 36 (Reference 1) requires the

determination of noise at three points - 3.5 nautical miles from brake release

and the maximum noise point along an 0.25 or 0.35 nautical mile sideline for

takeoff, and 1.0 nautical miles from threshold for approach. The L-1011-1

measured noise data used in Section 2.1.3 above were accumulated primarily to

demonstrate the noise levels at the three certification points. The more

general airplane noise characteristics as developed by the calculation pro-

cedures of Section 2.1 may be used for more detailed analysis of noise exposure

during takeoff and landing approach operations. Constant noise contours--

often referred to as noise "footprints" because of their shape--provide such

noise exposure information in a convenient form.
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3.2. FOOTERINT' CALCUIATIONS

The airplane performance-resuits and the airplane noise characteristics of

Section 2 provide the information that, with appropriate geometrical relations,

determine the noise at any point on the ground during takeoff and approach

maneuvers. The- calculation, which has been prograue d for the computer, pro-

vides noise under the flight path and along a quarter nautical mile sideline

and the coordinates of points where any specified maximum noise level is

reached. Through these points constant maximum-noise contours may be drawn

by hand or by means of a computer plotting routine.

The airplane performance information may be obtained directly from the per-

formance subroutine or may be inputted from other tabulated performance data.

The performance data are- in the form of airplane height above the ground along

the takeoff or approach path, airplane speed, and corrected fan speed (N1 / T)

C7or the engine thrust setting in use. These data are at distances, from brake
release or 'rom threshold, determined at equal time intervals of 10 seconds.

To obtain the resolution needed for contour plotting, the flight profile height

versus distance data f'rom the performance subroutine must be augmented with

additional points, by interpolating linearly between the provided profile

points.

The airplane noire characteristics are entered in tabular form as noise level

at various distances for a number of corrected fan speeds bracketing takeoff

and tpproach engine thrust settings. One set of noise levels is for air-to-

ground propagation and the second set is for ground-to-ground propagation,

including the extra ground attenuat.ion of Reference 8. A typical input noise

tabu]ation is shown as Table 3-2. A separate noise table must be prepared for

eacA combination off airport elevation, temperature, and relative humidity to

be considered. The tabulated airplane noise characteristics may be obtained

from the results of a calculation as described in Section 2.1.2 or from any

other appropriate source of measured or predicted noise chlaracteristics and

may be in terms of any physical or subjective noise level desired.

The detailed calculation p-ocedure is outlined in Volume III "Model User's;

Manual" of this report. In ae.m'ral the procedure involves determinilg,
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geometricallly, the maximum noise intercept on the projection of the flight

path and on the sideline for each selected airplane position. The distances

to the positions on the ground for a specific maximum noise level are ^btained

by logarithmic interpolation in the tables of noise level versus distance,

without extra ground attenuation and with extra ground attenuation. To take

into account the dependence of extra ground attenuation on the angle of the

noise path with the ground, the distance is modified by the exponential factor

e from Reference 9. p is the angle of elevation of the noise path.

When effective perceived noise level is the measure for which footprints are

to be obtained, then a velocity correction must be applied to account for the

difference between the airplane's actual velocity and the normalized 160 knot

velocity of the input tables.

Since the community area exposed to some given noise level may be of interest,

the areas enclosed by the contours are calculated, using trapezoidal rule

quadrature. The computer determines accumulated area in square miles enclosed

by the contour up to each individual coordinate point. When the contour closes

the total area is provided.

3-3
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3.2 L-10U-l F0OM2IN S

Me computational procedure for constant maximu-noise contour generation has

been exercised on the L-l0ll-1/Rt.2l-22B performnce and noise of Sections

2.1 and 2.2 above. Effective perceived noise level and A-noise level contour

plots, included in Volume II of this report, have been prepWred for the

fo-lwing nfernce-coMition cases:

Takeoff Maximgm takeoff gross weight (430,000 lb.),
10 flaps, takeoff thrust

Reduced takeoff gross weight (350,000 lb.),
100 flaps, takeoff thrust

)bximum takeoff gross weight (430,000 lb.),
220 flaps, takeoffY thrust

Maximum takeoff gross weight (430,000 ib.),
10c flaps, FAR Part 36 thrust cutback at
3.5 nautical miles

Approach Z&ximu landing weight (358,000 lb.),
420 flaps, 30 glide slope

Reduced landi.ng weight (300,000 lb.),
420 flaps, 30 glide slope

!Wximum landing weioht (358,000 lb.)$
33 flaps, 30 glide slope

Maxi-mum landing weight (3058,000 lb.),
flaps, 60/30 two 4egnt glide

slope with transition at 100w ft.altitude

N;ote: All approaches with DIE (direct lit control).

An example of contour plots is shown a Figure 3.2-1. Contours are+ d ,r br

80, 90, 100, 110, "a 1210 E£P!ZS. A correspo~rAi. A-noise lel -et would

normasLy include 70, 80, 90, 100, anM 11 d3O A contours. The -t ott ctctour

plots produced is by• no sans a cxwlcta coverage of airpdlsa opemrtioral

variations. However, it serves to illustrat•e of te effects o&- c=-a-

tional parerters.

There is, for instance, onVy little eCfect close to the airport Vor a change

in takeoff flsps but the higher flap cettiaLg does extend the asto expure

farthr. Where takeoff field longth is not restrictint, t-e lower fflap
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should be considered for noise exposure reduction. The takeoff thrust-

cutback procedure reduces noise close t5 te airport,, as my be seen frc a

90 £EMB contour, but increases the exposure wea to an 80 £PN4B contour.

For approach, reduced flaps are seen to be effective in reducing noize expo-

sure and should be considered for noise abatement when avtif ru•nwya

lengths permit. The drastic impact of a two-segment approach my be ueen

clearly from the greatly reduced noise contour areas. The desirabilit; A

developing operational safeguards to permit two-segwnt approach manruvcr-

is obvious.

Similar anslses of operationa&l variables mny be mde for any aircraft ly

using its performace and noise characteristics in the footprint calcuil" •t,,

an plotting routine.

•3--
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SECTION 4

The Conmmrcial Aircraft Noise Definition for the Lockheed L-lOll-1 Tristar,

conducted for the Federal Aviation Administration in compliance with Contract

DOT-FA/73WA-3300 dated June 6, 1973, is documented in the five volumes of this

report. This volume, I, presents a technical discussion of the calculation

procedures developed, and programmed for batch operation on a digital computer,

to determine an airplane's performance and noise characteristics during take-

off and approach operations and to produce constant maximum-noise contour

footprints for noise exposure analyses. The programmed procedures have been

applied to L-lOll-1 flight data and the results are contained in Volume II,

titled "L-lOll-1 Data." The logic behind the calculation procedure and the

capabilities and limitations of the procedure are reviewed in the "Model User's

Manual" of Volumn IIIT. The detailed information required for operation of

the computer program is presented i.n Volumes IV and V.
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